Abstract-Fast track is a software speculation system that enables unsafe optimization of sequential code. It speculatively runs optimized code to improve performance and then checks the correctness of the speculative code by running the original program on multiple processors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The shift in processor technology toward multi-core, multi-processors opens new opportunities for speculative optimization, where the unsafely optimized code marches ahead speculatively, while the original code follows behind to check for errors and recover from mistakes. In the past, speculative program optimization have been extensively studied both in software and hardware as an automatic technique. The level of improvement, although substantial, is limited by the ability of static and run-time analysis. In fact, existing techniques target mostly single loops and consider only dependence and value based transformations.
In this paper we describe a programmable system we call fast track, where a programmer can install unsafely optimized code while leaving the tasks of error checking and recovery to the underlying implementation. The system uses software speculation, which needs coarse-grain tasks to amortize the speculation overhead but does not require special hardware support. ... } Figure 1 .
Unsafe loop optimization using fast track. Iterations of fast_fortuitous will execute sequentially. Iterations of safe_sequential will execute in parallel with one another, checking the correctness of the fast iterations.
... if (FastTrack ())
/ * optimized * / fast_step_1(); else / * safe code * / step_1(); ... if (FastTrack ()) / * optimized * / fast_step_2(); else / * safe code * / step_2(); Figure 2 . Unsafe function optimization using fast track. Routines fast_step_2 and step_2 can start as soon as fast_step_1 completes. They are likely to run in parallel with step_1.
The programming interface allows a programmer to optimize code at the semantic level, select competing algorithms at run time, and insert on-line analysis modules such as locality profiling or memory-leak detection. Figures 1 and 2 show example use of fast track to enable unsafely optimized loop and function execution. If the fast tracks are correct, they will constitute the critical path of the execution; the original loop iterations and function executions, which we refer as normal tracks, will be carried out in parallel, "on the side". Thus, fast track allows multiprocessors to improve the speed of even sequential tasks.
One may question the benefit of this setup: suppose the fast code gives correct results, wouldn't we still need to wait for the normal execution to finish to know it is correct? The reason for the speed improvement is the overlapping of the normal tracks. Without fast track, the next normal track cannot start until the previous one fully finishes. With fast track, the next one starts once the fast code for the previous normal track finishes. In other words, although the checking is as slow as the original code, it is now done in parallel. If the fast code has an error or occasionally runs slower than the normal code, the program would execute the normal code sequentially and will not be delayed by a strayed fast track.
Speculative optimization has been widely studied. Most software techniques focus on loop or region based parallelization [1] - [5] not improving inherently sequential code. Hardware-based speculation support has been used to enable unsafe optimization of sequential code [6] - [9] . Fast track supports speculative program optimization in software, and because of its software nature, it provides a programming interface for invoking and managing the speculation system. The software implementation poses interesting concurrency problems, and the features of the programming interface strongly influences the system support.
Fast track relies on speculation, which, if it fails, wastes system resources including electric power. It may even delay useful computations by causing unnecessary contention. On the other hand, it enables inherently sequential computation to utilize multiple processors. The programming interface enables a new type of programming-programming by suggestions. A user can suggest faster implementations based on partial knowledge about a program and its usage.
Our implementation is based on processes rather than threads. It uses conventional hardware and is independent of the memory consistency model, making fast-track programs easily portable. The run-time system manages the parallelism transparently and programmers need no parallel programming or debugging. Fast-track code is added at the source level, allowing the combined code to be fully optimized by conventional compilers. The interface may also be used by compilers and profiling tools, which can leverage the existing techniques to fully automate the process.
II. PROGRAMMING INTERFACE
A fast-track region contains a beginning branch if (FastTrack()), the two tracks, and an ending statement EndDualTrack(). An execution of the code region is called a dual-track instance. The two tracks are the fast track and the normal track. A program execution consists of a sequence of dual-track instances and any computations that occur before, between, or after these instances.
Any region of code whose beginning dominates the end can be made a dual-track region, and nesting is allowed. When a inner dual-track region is encountered, the outer fast track will take the inner fast track, while the outer normal track will take the inner normal track. We prohibit statements with side effects that would be visible across the processor boundary, such as system calls and file input and output inside a dual-track region. We limit the memory that a fast instance may allocate, so an incorrect fast instance will not stall the system through excessive consumption. Figure 1 in the previous section shows an example of a fast track that has been added to the body of a loop. The dual-track region can include just a portion of the loop body, multiple dual-track regions can be placed back-to-back in the same iteration, and a region can be used in straight-line code. Figure 2 shows the use of fast track on two procedural calls. The . . . means other statements in between. The dualtrack regions do not have to be on a straight sequence. One of them can be in a branch and the other can be in another loop.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Compiler Support
The fast-track system guarantees that it produces the same result as the sequential execution. By using Unix processes, fast track eliminates any interference between parallel executions through the replication of the address space. During execution, it records which data are changed by each of the normal and fast instances. When both instances finish, it checks whether the changes they made are identical.
Program data can be divided into three parts: global, stack, and heap data. The stack data protection is guaranteed by the compiler, which identifies the set of local variables that may be modified through inter-procedural MOD analysis [10] and then inserts checking code accordingly. Imprecision in compiler analysis may lead to extra variables being checked, but the conservative analysis does not affect correctness.
The global and heap data are protected by the operating system's paging support. At the beginning of a dual-track instance, the system turns off write permission to global and heap data for both tracks. It then installs custom page-fault handlers that record which page has been modified in an access map and re-enables write permission.
B. Run-time Support 1) Program Correctness: To guarantee that our speculative execution is correct, we compare the memory state of the fast and normal tracks at the end of the dual track region. If the fast track reached the same state as the normal track, then the initial state of the next normal track must be correct. Typically, the next normal track was started well before its predecessor finished and know only in hindsight that it is correct.
Memory state comparison is performed by each normal track once it has finished the dual track region. During execution, memory pages are protected so that any write access will trigger a segmentation fault. Both the fast and normal tracks use catch these faults, and record the access in a bit map. Before spawning a normal track, the fast track allocates a shared memory space for two access map so the normal track can compare them upon reaching the end of the dual track region. Once the normal track determines that the write set of the two tracks is identical, is can compare the writes themselves.
In order to compare the memory modifications of the two track, the fast track must provide the normal track with a copy of any changes it has made. At the end of each dual track region, the fast track evaluates its access map to determine what pages have been modified. Each page flagged in the access map is pushed over a shared pipe, and consumed by the normal track, which then compares the data to its own memory page.
If the two pages are the same then the two tracks have made identical changes to the same memory locations. From that point forward, the execution of the two track will be identical; the normal track is unnecessary and aborts. If there are conflicts in either the write set or the actual data, the normal track aborts the fast track and takes its place.
Because the fast track may spawn multiple normal tracks, which may then run concurrently, each normal track must know when all of its logical predecessors have completed. Before a normal track terminates, it waits on a flag to be set by its predecessor, and then signals its successor when complete. If there is an error in speculation, the normal track uses the same mechanism to lazily terminate normal tracks that are already running.
To ensure that the output of a program running with Fast-Track support is correct, we ensure output is produced only by the known-correct slow-track. Until a normal track has confirmed that it was started correctly (that previous speculation was correct), it buffers all terminal output and file writes. Once the normal track is the oldest, we can be certain that its execution is correct and any output it produces will be the same as the sequential program. The fast track never produces any output to the terminal nor does it write to any regular file.
At the end of any single dual track region we have no way to know whether another dual track region will follow, or whether we will soon reach the end of the program. As a result we must capture every program exit point in the fast track, and wait there for all normal tracks to finish. The signaling mechanism used to order the completion of normal tracks is also used by the fast track in these cases. The final normal track indicates its completeness in the usual way, without knowing whether another normal track follows it.
The fast track knows that the normal tracks are ordered, and can finalize the program's execution once they have all completed their correctness checks. This system allows for the program to exit from within a dual track region; as long as both the fast and normal track reach that exit point they will agree on the result and terminate cleanly. Note that the normal track does not need to reach the end of program execution in order for the fast track to be assured of correct execution.
2) Processor Utilization: For a system with p available processors, the Fast Track system reserves one processor for the fast track (unless it is too fast) and the remaining processors for running normal tracks in parallel.
Activity Control: The system uses p − 1 tokens to limit the number of active normal tracks. The first p − 1 normal tracks start without waiting for a token but will finish by passing a token. Each later normal track waits for a token before executing and releases the token after finishing.
Multiple slow-track processes may be waiting for a token at the same moment. We want to activate them in order. When fast track creates a normal track, it pushes the identifier of its floodgate into a ready queue, which is also implemented by a pipe. The newly created normal track then waits before its floodgate (by reading from the pipe).
Each time a normal track finishes, it fetches the next floodgate from the ready queue and opens it (by writing to the pipe) to unleash the next waiting process. Since fast track creates normal tracks sequentially, their flood gates follow the same sequence in the ready queue. Therefore, the activation of normal tracks is strictly chronological regardless of the order in which earlier normal tracks finish. Since the system does not require normal tracks to finish in order, it permits normal tracks to have different sizes and to execute on heterogeneous hardware. The steady state of the system is shown by the top diagram in Figure 3 . The speed of fast track is the same as the combined speed of p − 1 normal tracks. When their speeds do not match, the ready queue may become empty or may keep growing, as we will discuss shortly.
In theory we need one floodgate for each normal track. However, when a normal track is activated, its floodgate can be reused by a later normal track. In fact, we need as many flood gates as the maximal number of normal tracks in the ready queue. The size of ready queue is bounded by 2p (which we will show when explaining fast-track throttling), we need only 2p flood gates. Since any normal track may activate any later normal track, the flood gates need to be visible to all tracks. For p processors, we allocate 2p flood gates at the beginning of the program execution.
Fast-track Throttling: The fast track, if unconstrained, may scurry ahead arbitrarily far, which is undesirable for two reasons. First, the resource demand for the ready queue and the waiting normal tracks can be in the worst case proportional to the length of the execution. Second, if fast track has an error, the longer it runs after the error, the more processor time would be wasted on useless speculation. The goal of fast-track throttling is to keep the fast track just far enough ahead to keep processor utilization high, without wasting processor resources.
The protocol of throttling is to stop fast track and give the processor to a normal track, as shown by the middle diagram in Figure 3 . When the next normal track finishes, it re-activates fast track. The word "next" is critical for two reasons. First, only one normal track should activate fast track when it waits, effectively returning the processor after "borrowing" it. Second, the time of activation must be exact and cannot be one track early or late.
Consider a system with p processors running fast track and p − 1 normal tracks until the fast track becomes too fast and suspends execution giving the processor to a waiting normal track. Suppose that three normal tracks finish in the order nt 1 , nt 2 , and nt 3 , and fast track suspends after nt 1 and before nt 2 . The proper protocol is for nt 2 to activate fast track so that before and after nt 2 we have p and only p processes running concurrently. Activation before and after nt 2 would lead to less than or more than p processes.
Since the suspension of the fast track needs to be timed exactly with respect to the completion of the normal tracks, we use a critical section for synchronization. The critical section maintains a counter and a flag: waitlist_length and ft_waiting. The former is the number of normal-track processes waiting in the ready queue. When the number exceeds p, fast track is considered too fast. It would yield its processor by activating the next waiting process in the ready queue, setting the ft_waiting flag, and then suspending execution. When a normal track finishes, it enters the critical section and determines which process to activate based on the flag: if ft_waiting is on, it activates the fast track and resets the flag; otherwise, it activates the next normal track and updates the value of waitlist_length.
A problem arises when there are no slow tracks waiting to start, which can happen when the fast track is too slow. If a normal track waits inside the critical section to start its successor, then the fast track cannot enter to add a new track to the queue. The bottom graph in Figure 3 shows this case, where one or more normal track processes are waiting for fast track to fill the queue. Concurrency control becomes tricky since a normal track may wait for work in the critical section yet block fast track from generating more work, thus creating a deadlock.
The solution is to add a back door to the critical section. When fast track finishes, it checks the size of the ready queue and enters the critical section only if the queue is too long. The check is not synchronized with the normal tracks for simplicity. If we assume that a program can be suspended for an arbitrarily long interval by the operating system after checking the length and before entering the critical section, a deadlock may happen. The simple solution should be adequate since a process should not be suspended long if we run p processes on p processors. Even if deadlock occurs, a normal track can reset the system and resume the execution. Finally, the deadlock can be removed by adding a semaphore to protect waitlist_length. Then the backdoor check by fast track is synchronized with normal tracks. Specifically, the fast track acquires the semaphore, checks the length and enters the critical section before releasing the semaphore.
With activity control and fast-track throttling, the available processors are utilized as much as possible. Incomplete utilization happens only due to a lack of parallelism (when the fast track is too slow). When there is enough parallelism, the fast track is constrained to minimize the potentially useless speculative computation.
Resource Contention: We rely on the operating system implementation of copy-on-write, which lets processes share memory pages to which they do not write. In the worst case where every dual-track instance modifies every data page, the system needs d times the memory needed by the sequential run, where d is the fast-track depth. We may control the memory overhead in two ways. First, we abandon a fast instance if it modifies more pages than a empirical constant threshold h. This bounds the memory increase to be no more than dhM , where M is the VM page size. Second, we adjust the threshold based on the available memory in the system. Memory usage is difficult to estimate since it depends on the operating system and other running processes. Earlier work has shown that on-line monitoring can effectively adapt memory usage by monitoring the pagefault indicators from Linux [11] , [12] . Our test cases have never indicated that memory expansion will be a problem, so we do not consider memory resource further in this paper.
Running two instances of the same program would double demand for off-chip memory bandwidth, which is a limiting factor for modern processors, especially chip multiprocessors. In the worst case if a program is completely memory bandwidth bound, no fast track can reduce the overall memory demand or improve program performance. However, our experience with small and large applications on recent multicore machines, which we will detail later, is nothing but encouraging. In fast track, the processes originate from the same address space and share read-only data. Their similar access patterns help to prefetch useful data and keep it in cache. For the two large test applications we used, multiple processes in fast track ran almost the same speed as that of a single process. In contrast, running multiple separate instances of a program always degrades the per-process speed.
IV. ANALYSIS
We use the following notation to represent the basic parameters of our system:
• The original program execution E = u 0 r 1 u 1 r 2 . . . r n u n is a sequence of dual track regions (r i ) instances separated by intervening computations (u i ).
• The function T () gives the running time for a part of the execution.
• p is the number of available processors (where p > 1).
• A fast instance takes a fraction x (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) of the time the normal instance takes and has a success rate of α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1).
• The dual-track execution has a time overhead q c (q c ≥ 0) per instance and is slowed down by a factor of q e (q e ≥ 0) because of the monitoring for modified pages.
A
. An Analytical Model
The original execution time is
. By reordering the terms we have
Since we would like to derive a closed formula to examine the effect of basic parameters, we consider a regular case where the program is a loop with n equal length iterations. A part of the loop body is a fast-track region. Let T (r i ) = t c be the (constant) original time for each instance of the region. The analysis can be extended to the general case where the length of each r i is arbitrary and t c is the average. The exact result would depend on assumptions about the distribution of T (r i ). In the following, we assume T (r i ) = t c for all i.
With fast track, an instance may be executed by a normal instance in time t s = (1 + q e )t c + q c or a fast instance in time t p f , where q c and q e are overheads. In the best case, all fast instances are correct (α = 1) and the machine has unlimited resources p = ∞. Each time the fast track finishes an instance, a normal track is started. Thus, the active normal tracks form a pipeline, if we consider only dual-track instances (the component T (E r ) in T (E)). The first fast instance is verified after t s . The rest n−1 instances finish at a rate of t ∞ f = (1 + q e )xt c + q c , where x is the speedup by fast track and q c and q e are overheads. If we use the superscript to indicate the number of processors, the average time and the overall speedup arē n((1+qe)tc+qc)+T (Eu) . While this is slower than the original speed (speedup ≤ 1), the worst-case time is bounded only by the overhead of the system and not by the quality of fast-track implementation (factor x).
As a normal instance for r i finishes, it may find the fast instance incorrect, cancel the on-going parallel execution, and restart the system from r i+1 . This is equivalent to a pipeline flush. Each failure adds a cost of t s − t ∞ f , so the average time with a success rate α is
We now consider the limited number of processors. For the sake of illustration we assume no fast-track throttling first and will add it later. With p processors, the system can have at most d = min(p − 1,
) dual-track instances running concurrently, where d is the depth of fast track execution. It is an average so it may take a value other than an integer.
When α < 1, the cost of restarting has the same effect as in the infinite-processor case. The average time and the overall speedup arē
Finally we consider fast-track throttling. As p − 1 dualtrack instances execute and when the last fast instance finishes, the system start the next normal instance instead of waiting for the first normal instance to finish (and start the next normal and fast instances together). Effectively it finishes d + (t s − dt ∞ f ) instances, hence the change to the denominator. Augmenting the previous formula we havē
After simplification, fast-track throttling may seem to increase the per instance time rather than decreasing it. But it does decrease the time because d ≤ ts t ∞ f . The overall speedup (bounded from below and n ≥ 2) is as follows, where all the basic factors are modeled.
B. Simulation Results
We translate the above formula into actual speedup numbers and examine the effect of major parameters: the speed of the fast track, the success rate, the overhead, and the portion of the program executed in dual-track regions. The four graphs in Figure 4 show their effect for different numbers of processors ranging from 2 to 10 in a step of 1. The fast-track system has no effect on a single-processor system.
All four graphs include the following setup where the fast instance takes 10%the time of the normal instance (x=0.1), the success rate (α) is 100%, the overhead (q c and q e ) adds 10% execution time, and the program spends 90% of the time in dual-track regions. The performance of this case is shown by the second highest curve in all but the topright graph, in which it is shown by the highest curve. Fasttrack improves the performance from a factor of 1.60 with 2 processors to a factor of 3.47 with 10 processors. The maximal possible speedup for this case is 3.47.
When we change the speed of the fast instance to vary from 0% to 100% the time of the normal instance, the speedup changes from 1.80 to 1.00 with 2 processors and from 4.78 to 1.09 with 10 processors, as shown by the topleft graph. When we reduce the success rate from 100% to 0%, the speedup changes from 1.60 to 0.92 (8% slower because of the overhead) with 2 processors and from 3.47 to 0.92 with 16 processors, as shown by the top-right graph. Naturally the performance hits the worst case when the success rate is 0%. When we reduce the overhead from 100% to 0% of the running time, the speedup increases from 1.27 to 1.67 with 2 processors and from 2.26 to 3.69 with 16 processors, as shown by the bottom-left graph. Note that with 100% overhead the fast instance still finishes in 20% the time of the normal instance, although the checking needs to wait twice as long. Finally, when the coverage of the fasttrack execution increases from 10% to 100%, the speedup increases from 1.00 to 1.81 with 2 processors and from 1.08 to 4.78, as shown by the bottom-right graph.
If the analytical results are correct, it is not overly difficult to obtain a 30% improvement with 2 processors, although the maximal gain is limited by the time spent outside dualtrack regions, the speed of the fast instance, and the overhead of fast-track. The poor scalability is not a surprise given the program is inherently sequential to begin with.
We make two final observations from the simulation results. First, fast-track throttling is clearly beneficial. Without it there can be no improvement with 2 processors. It often improves the theoretical maximum speedup, although the increase is slight when the number of processors is large. Second, the model simplifies the effect of fast-track system in terms of four parameters, which we have not validated with experiments on a real system. On the other hand, if the four parameters are the main factors, they can be efficiently 
V. USES OF FAST TRACK
A. Unsafe Program Optimization
In general, the fast code can be any optimization inserted by either a compiler or a programmer; for example memoization, unsafe compiler optimizations or manual program tuning. The performance of the system is guaranteed against slow or incorrect fast track implementations. The programmer can also specify two alternative implementations and let the system dynamically select the faster one. We discuss four types of optimizations that are good fits for fast track: they may lead to great performance gains but their correctness and profitability are difficult to ensure.
Memoization For any procedure, we may remember the past inputs and outputs. Instead of re-executing it, we can retrieve the old result when seeing the same input. Studies dated back to at least 1968 [13] show dramatic performance benefits, for example to speed up table look-up in transcoding programs [14] . Memoization be conservative about side-effects and is unsuitable for generic use in C/C++ program. With fast track, memoization does not have to be correct in all cases and therefore can be more aggressively used to optimize the common case. Semantic optimization Often different implementations exist at different levels, from basic data structures such as hash tables to the choice of algorithms and their parameters. A given implementation is often more general than necessary for a program. The current programming languages do not provide a general interface for a user to experiment with an unsafely simplified algorithm or to dynamically select the best among alternative solutions. Manual program tuning A programmer can often identify performance problems in large software and make changes to improve the performance on test inputs. However, the most radical solutions are often the most difficult to verify in terms of correctness or ensuring good performance on other inputs. As a result, many creative solutions go unused because an automatic compiler cannot possibly achieve them. Program monitoring and safety checking A program can be instrumented to collect run-time statistics such as frequently executed instructions or accessed data, or to report memory leaks or out-of-bound memory access. The normal, uninstrumented code can serve as the fast track, and the instrumented code can run in parallel to reduce the monitoring overhead.
B. Parallel Memory-Safety Checking of Sequential Code
To test fast track on real-world applications, we use it to parallelize a memory-safety checking tool called Mudflap. Mudflap is bundled with GCC and widely used. It adds checks for array range (over or under flow) and validity of pointer dereferences. Common library routines that perform string manipulation or direct memory access are also guarded. Checks are inserted at compile time and require that a runtime library be linked into the program. The Mudflap compilation has two passes: memory recording, which tracks all memory allocation by inserting __mf_register and __mf_unregister calls, and access checking, which monitors all memory access by inserting __mf_check calls and inlined operations. The recording cost is proportional to the frequency of data allocation and recollection, and the checking cost is proportional to the frequency of data access.
To fast track the Mudflap checking system we introduced a new compiler pass that clones all functions in the program. The second Mudflap pass is instructed to ignore the clones while instrumenting the program. The result is an executable with the original code fully checked while the clone just records data allocation and free. The instrumentation of the clones is necessary to maintain the same allocation and meta data of memory as those of the original code. We create a Fast Track version of programs by using the fully checked version of the program to verify the memory safety of the unchecked fast track.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Implementation and Experimental Setup
We have implemented the compiler support in Gcc 4.0.1. The main transformation is converting global variables to use dynamic allocation, so the run-time support can track them and set appropriate access protection. The compiler allocates a pointer for each global (and file and function static) variable, inserts an initialization function in each file that allocates heap memory for variables (and assigns initial values) defined in the file, and redirects all accesses through the global pointer. The indirection causes only marginal slowdown because most global-variable accesses have been removed or converted to (virtual) register access by earlier optimization passes.
B. Parallel Memory Safety Checking
We have generated a Fast Track version of Mudflap for the C-language benchmarks hmmer, mcf, and sjeng from the SPEC 2006 suite, and bzip2 from the SPEC 2000 suite. They represent computations in pattern matching, mathematical optimization, chess playing, and data compression. The number of program lines ranges from a few thousand to over ten thousand. We expect to see similar effect in other programs.
All four programs show significant improvement, up to a factor of 2.7 for Bzip2, 7.1 for Hmmer, and 2.2 for Mcf and Sjeng. The factors affecting the parallel performance are the coverage of fast track and the relative speed of fast track as discussed in our analytical model. For lack of space we omit detailed discussion of these benchmarks. One factor not tested here is the overhead of correctness checking and error recovery.
The running times with and without Mudflap overhead, as given in the captions in Figure 5 , show that memory-safety checking delays the execution by factors of 5.4, 15.0, 8.6, and 67.4. By utilizing multiple processors, fast track reduces the relay to factors of 2.0, 2.1, 3.7, and 28.8, which are more tolerable for long-running programs. 
C. Results of Sort and Search Tests
To use Fast-Track to support unsafe optimization we implemented two tests and measured performance on a machine with two Intel dual-core Xeon 3 GHz processors. The first is a simple sorting program. We repeatedly sort an array of 10,000 elements that is randomized in some fraction of cases. We sort the array with either a short-circuited bubble sort, quick sort, or by running both in a Fast-Track environment. The results of these tests are shown in Table 6 . The quick sort performs consistently and largely independent of the input array. We see that the bubble sort quickly detects when array is sorted, but in other cases performs poorly.
The Fast-Track approach is able to out-perform either of the individual sorting algorithms. These results illustrate the utility of Fast-Track in cases where both solutions are correct, but it is unknown which is actually faster. In cases where the array is always sorted or always unsorted, the overhead of using Fast-Track will cause it to lose out. While we do not mean to suggest that Fast-Track is a better solution than explicitly parallel sort, we hope this example motivates the utility of automatically selected the faster of multiple sequential approaches.
The second program is a simple search, which we use to test the effect of various parameters. The basic algorithm is given in Figure 7 . The program repeatedly updates some elements of a vector and finds the largest result from certain computations. By changing the size of the vectors, the size of samples, and the frequency of updates, we can effect different success rates by the normal and the fast instances. Figure 8 (a) shows the speedups over the base sequential execution, which takes 3.33 seconds on a 4-CPU machine. We time each run three times. The variation between times of different runs is always smaller than 1 millisecond.
The sampling-based fast instance runs in 2.3%the time of the normal instance. When all fast instances succeed, they improve the performance by a factor of 1.73 on 2 processors, 2.78 on 3 processors, and 3.87 on four processors. When we reduce the frequency of updates, the success rate drops. At 70%, the improvement is a factor of 2.09 on 3 processors and changes only slightly when the fourth processor is added. This is because that the chance for four consecutive fast initialize N numbers in a vector for T iterations do normal track apply computation to each number identify the largest sample store it in the output vector fast track sample S random vector elements apply computation to each sample identify the largest sample store it in the output vector end dual-track modify N1 random elements repeat the loop end loop output the result vector instances to succeed is only 4%. When we reduce the success rate to 30%, the chance for three consecutive successful fast tracks drops to 2.7% and no improvement is observed for more than 2 processors. The speedup from 2 processors is 1.29. In the worst case when all fast instances fail, we see that the overhead of forking and monitoring the normal track adds 6% to the running time.
The results in Figure 8 (b) show interesting trade-offs when we tune the fast track by changing the size of samples. On the one hand, a larger sample size means more work and slower speed for the fast track. On the other hand, a larger sample size leads to a higher success rate, which allows more consecutive fast tracks succeed and consequently more processors utilized. The success rate is 70%when the sample size is 100, which is the same configuration as the row marked "70%" in Figure 8(a) .
The best speedup for 2 processors happens when the sample size is 200 but more processors do not help as much (2.97 speedup) as when the sample size is 300, where 4 processors lead to a speedup of 3.78. The second experiment shows the significant effect of tuning when using unsafely optimized code. Our experience is that the automatic support and the analytical model have made tuning much less labor intensive.
VII. RELATED WORK
Recently three software systems use multi-processors for parallelized program profiling and correctness checking. All use heavyweight processes, and all are based on Pin, a dynamic binary rewriting tool [15] . Shallow profiling creates replica processes and instruments them to collect and measure a sample segment of execution [16] . SuperPin uses a signature-checking scheme and strives to divide the complete instrumented execution into time slices and executing them in parallel [17] . Although fully automatic, SuperPin is "not foolproof" [17] since in theory the slices may overlap or leave holes in their coverage. Speck uses Pin with custom OS support to divide an execution into epochs, replay each epoch (including system calls), and check for security problems [18] . An earlier system used a separate shallow process for memory-safety checking [19] . These systems automatically analyze the full execution, but they are not designed for speculative optimization as fast track is with the programming interface for selecting program regions, the ability for a checking process to roll back the computation from the last correct point, and the throttling mechanism for minimizing useless speculation. Shallow profiling and SuperPin are designed for parallel profiling and have no need for speculation. Speck speculates but aborts the execution upon a security error.
Fast track is not designed for fully automatic program analysis, although it can be programmed so with some manual effort as we have shown with Mudflap. It guarantees the complete and unique coverage in parallel checking. The programming interface allows selective checking, which is useful when checking programs that contain unrecoverable operations on conventional OS. Fast track is program level, so it requires source code and cannot instrument externally or dynamically linked libraries. On the other hand, it benefits from full compiler optimization across original and instrumented code. This is especially useful for curbing the high cost of memory-safety checking. For example it takes a minute for GCC to optimize the instrumented code of sjeng, and the optimized code runs over 20% faster in typical cases.
Fast track is closely related to several ideas explored in hardware research. One is thread-level speculative parallelization, which divides sequential computation into parallel tasks while preserving their dependences. The dependences may be preserved by stalling a parallel thread as in the Superthreaded architecture [20] or by extracting dependent computations through code distilling [6] , compiler scheduling for reducing critical forwarding path [7] , and compiler generation of pre-computation slices [8] . These techniques aim to only reorganize the original implementation rather than to support any type of alternative implementation. Fast track is not fully automatic, but it is programmable and can be used by both automatic tools and manual solutions. The run-time system checks correctness differently. The previous hardware techniques check dependences or live-in values, while fast track checks result values or some user-defined criterion.
Another related idea used in hardware systems is to extract a fast version of sequential code to run ahead while the original computation follows. It is used to reduce memory load latency (run-ahead code generated either in hardware [21] or software [22] ) and recently to reduce hardware design complexity [23] . Unlike fast track, run-ahead threads accelerate rather than parallelize the execution of sequential code. A third, more recent idea is speculative optimization at fine granularity, which does not yet make use of multiple processors [9] . All of these techniques require modification to existing hardware. Similar special hardware support has been used to parallelize program analysis such as basic block profiling, memory checking [24] , data watch-points [25] , and recently Mudflap memory-safety checking [26] .
Our system uses software speculative optimization at the source level and can run on commodity hardware. The design and implementation for coordinating parallel processes is completely different. Being programmable and implemented in software, our system is most suitable for selecting and optimizing coarse-grain tasks that are too large for loop-level fine-grained threads considered in the hardware-based studies. Coarse-grain tasks are more likely to have unpredictable sizes. We have addressed these issues in a concurrent run-time control system implemented on existing hardware.
For large programs using complex data, per-access monitoring causes slowdowns often in integer multiples, as reported for data breakpoints and on-the-fly data race detection, even after removing as many checks as possible by advanced compiler analysis [27] - [29] . Run-time sampling based on data [30] or code [31] , [32] are efficient but does not monitoring all program accesses. For correctness, fast track uses page-based data monitoring, which has been used for supporting distributed shared memory [33] , [34] and other purposes including race detection [28] .
VIII. SUMMARY
We have described fast track, a new system that supports unsafely optimized code and can also be used to off-loaded safety checking and other program analysis. The key features of the systems include a programmable interface, compiler support, and a concurrent run-time system that includes correctness checking, output buffering, activity control, and fast-track throttling. We have implemented a complete system including compiler and run-time support and used the system to parallelize memory safety checking for sequential code, reducing the overhead by up to a factor of seven for four large size applications running on a multi-core PC.We have developed an analytical model that shows the effect from major parameters including the speed of the fast track, the success rate, the overhead, and the portion of the program executed in fast-track regions. We have used our system and model in speculatively optimizing a sorting and a search program. Both analytical and empirical results suggest that fast track is effective at exploiting today's multi-processors for improving program speed and safety.
